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PRESENTATION

Dear Marist of Champagnat.

It is with great joy and enthusiasm that we place in your hands this 
Guide for the Participation of Children & Young People in the Marist 
Mission. Thanks to a consultation process in which approximately 

10,000 Marist children and young people and 400 hundred educators 
from the five continents took part, we present you with this reference 
document that seeks to inspire and strengthen our practice of child and 
youth participation in the different places of Marist mission.

The text is directly related to our recent General Chapters as well as 
the past two Marist International Mission Assemblies. Just as the XXI 
General Chapter (2009) invited us “to become experts and advocates 
for the rights of children and young people in a courageous and pro-
phetic way in public forums”, the XXII General Chapter (2017) called 
for “opening the eyes of our hearts and listening to the cry of children 
and young people, especially those who are voiceless and homeless”, 
to experience a new beginning by committing ourselves to “promoting, 
protecting and defending the rights of children and young people, and 
empowering them as agents of transformation”.
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We also recall the spirit of the first Marist International Mission Assembly 
in Mendes (2007) which exhorted us to “expand opportunities for Marist 
children and young people to participate in decision-making, strength-
en their leadership” and encourage them to act.  Similarly, the second 
Assembly in Nairobi (2014) declared that “our dream is that Marists of 
Champagnat will be recognised as PROPHETS for promoting the rights 
of children and young people and are a public voice for the defence of 
these rights in the political and social forums in which they are reflected 
upon, and decisions are taken”.

This document, whose creation was spearheaded by the Institute’s 
Secretariat of Education and Evangelisation and endorsed by the Marist 
International Mission Commission, seeks to give a strong impetus to 
our collective commitment to guarantee, promote, protect, and defend 
the rights of children and young people1, placing their right to express 
“their views freely in all matters affecting them, and to have those views 
given due weight” (Art. 12, Convention on the Rights of the Child) at the 
heart of our educational and pastoral practice and, therefore, among 
our most urgent apostolic priorities.

It is possible that for some of us the ideas contained in this guide have 
been considered for several years within the ministries of the Province/
District. We want those of us who have experience in the development 
of listening and participation processes for children and young people 
in their environment to be able to recognise themselves in this docu-
ment and, at the same time, feel energised and stimulated towards a 
continuous improvement of their efforts. For others, it may be that this 
is the first contact with an important and complementary aspect of the 
educational and evangelising service that they generously provide. For 
those who are just starting this journey, we want to offer an information 
and training tool which will assist you in taking up this important task of 
educating and empowering those entrusted to our care. 

The richness of our global family is expressed in the diversity of ways in 

1 Although it may seem repetitive, we have chosen to use the extended expression “children and young 
people” or “children, adolescents and young people” to refer to all the recipients of our mission.
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which we carry out our mission in line with the historical, social, and cul-
tural realities of the places where we are. We believe that for all of us this 
guide will be a source of hope and enthusiasm, recognising the blessing 
we have received from God in educating ourselves together with chil-
dren and young people and developing better ways of accompanying 
them as individuals with rights.

In addition, this publication is the first way of informing those children, 
young people, and educators who were involved in the consultation pro-
cess of the results, indicating how their opinions were taken into consid-
eration. In a short time and with the help of them, a more user-friendly 
version of the guide that will allow its wide dissemination and implemen-
tation. It is now up to all of us to initiate and strengthen activities and 
processes of listening and participation of Marist children and young 
people as they are empowered to become agents of transformation.

We would like to extend our heartfelt thanks to the children and young 
people, educators and managers who participated in this process, as 
well as to Francisco Javier Conde and Zayra Magaña, our consultants, 
who were responsible for preparing the basic study document and for 
processing the contributions which helped to move the proposal for-
ward. Their contributions were a fundamental part of this text in our 
hands. God bless we all.

We bid farewell, trusting in Mary’s maternal protection for the fruits of 
this new effort. May she continue to be the one who does everything 
for us.

Br. Carlos Alberto Rojas Carvajal,
Director of the Secretariat of Education and Evangelization

Br. Mark Omede,
Assistant Director of the Secretariat of Education and Evangelization

Rome, 8 December 2022
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INTRODUCTION

In 2017, the Marist Institute celebrated two hundred years of life. The 
same year, the delegates of the XXII General Chapter committed the 
Institute to a strategic vision which included the need “to develop ini-

tiatives for the empowerment of children and young people in all the 
mission realities”.

The empowerment of children and young people1 is only possible 
through the exercise of the right to participation, a guiding principle of 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child, approved by the United Na-
tions General Assembly in 1989. The Convention has a profound impact 
on the Marist Institute and today, the opportunities for the participation 
of children and young people at different levels of leadership have mul-
tiplied. 

To promote this agenda within the context of the 30th anniversary of 
the Convention, the Secretariat for Education and Evangelization of the 

1 Adolescence and youth have specific characteristics that distinguish and differentiate them, but 
others are shared and overlap. For this reason, and to facilitate the reading of this text, both concepts’ 
“adolescents” and “young people” will be used interchangeably. On the other hand, the acronym CYP 
refers to the broad description of children and young people.
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Marist Brothers’ Institute launched the project “Stand Up, Speak Up and 
Act” at the end of 2019.  Among the objectives of this project is the 
creation of a guide for the participation of children and young people 
from the perspective of the Marist charism, offering possibilities and 
guidelines for youth participation in schools, community, social centres, 
homes, apostolates, and all Marist spaces that work with children and 
young people.

In October 2019, liaisons for this project from each Administrative Unit 
of the Institute received a draft version of this guide as a proposal for 
their consideration keeping in mind their perspectives, experiences, 
voices, and reflections.

The consultation process began 
during the first half of 2020. The 
COVID19 pandemic took its toll 
on humanity as a whole and af-
fected educational services in 
all countries. Generally, face-to-
face activities were suspended, 
and online means were adopted 
(using radio, television, and internet technologies and platforms). This 
situation hindered the development of the scheduled consultations; 
hence, the consultation process was extended to the beginning of 2021.

In the first months of 2021, consultation reports were received from 
the Provinces of Santa Maria de los Andes, East Asia, West Africa, Brazil 
Centro Norte, Brazil Centro Sur, Brazil Sur-Amazônia, Compostela, Med-
iterránea, México Central, México Occidental, Norandina and the Dis-
trict of the Pacific. While the report formats varied in format and depth, 
it was possible to detect the participation of almost 10,000 children and 
young people ranging in age from 6 to 24 years old. A little more than 
400 education agents were involved.

Children and young people spoke about the availability of information 
on all matters that affect them, the possibility of expressing their opin-
ion by various means, the listening to this opinion by the adults, and the 

“I’m thankful because the 
teachers at our school are 
like that; they’re open to 
know from our sides and 
understand us.”

Young person
East Asia Province
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impact that this opinion has on decision-making in the various Marist 
ministries.

These themes were explored through questions adapted to the partic-
ipants’ age and level of development using various tools such as sur-
veys, interviews, drawings, socio-dramas, focus groups, writing activi-
ties, awareness-raising with music, videos, film excerpts, poetry reading, 
interactive resources, storytelling, film forums, online entertainment 
platforms and presentation dynamics through social networks. Running 
throughout the guide, some of the voices of children and young people 
that were considered illustrative on the issues addressed in this work 
are included. These “voices of children and young people” show the 
opinions expressed during the consultation.

For Marist educators, through focus groups, interviews, and surveys, 
discussions were held on the same thematic possibilities, but specifi-
cally linked to the content of the first version of the guide, identifying 
those aspects that should be adjusted, strengthened, or added to the 
document.

In February 2021, videoconferences were held with liaisons for the Proj-
ect in each Province/Administrative Unit to clarify and strengthen the 
strategies to be used for the implementation of the project, to identify 
challenges and proposals, and to suggest follow-up mechanisms for 
this endeavour. External consultants reviewed the contributions re-
ceived and a final version of the guide written. 

With the endorsement of the Marist international mission commission, 
we now happily make available to the educators, with the certainty that 
its implementation will contribute to the empowerment of children and 
young people in the exercise of their human rights which is the heart 
of our educational and evangelizing mission as the Marists of Cham-
pagnat.





THE IMPORTANCE
OF THE 
PARTICIPATION OF 
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151.1. THE PARTICIPATION OF CHILDREN
AND YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE MARIST MISSION

Thanks to the impetus given to it by the Convention on the Rights 
of the Child1, the importance of the participation of children and 
young people on the international level has gained momentum in 

the last 30 years and has had a profound impact on the Marist Institute 
by helping to create an environment which encourages the participation 
of children and young people in various aspects of the Marist mission.

The foundational history of the Marist Brothers shows valuable ele-
ments of what would later be developed as the right of children and 
young people to freely express their opinion in all matters that affect 
them. Listening is an important phase of participatory processes, and 
we can certainly affirm that listening to children and young people has 

1 Under the Convention on the Rights of the Child, a child means every human being below the age of 
eighteen years unless, under the law applicable to the child, majority is attained earlier
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been at the heart of the Institute charism since its foundation, and in a 
particular way, listening to those who lived amid poverty, spiritual igno-
rance, and exclusion.

Seeing and being sensitive to the poverty, pain and suffering found 
at the bedside of the young Montagne boy, Marcellin was impelled to 
found a community of Marists who were passionate about being a sign 
of God’s love among children and young people, dedicated to their 
education based on Christian 
values, a community ready to 
move, to see, to listen and to be 
sensitive to the marginalized and 
excluded children and young 
people, those whom others do 
not reach.

This “listening” which we find 
at the beginning of Marcellin’s 
ministry is closely linked to Arti-
cle 12 of the Convention of the 
Rights of the Child which holds as sacred the human right of children, 
adolescents, and young people to express their opinions freely in all 
matters that affect them.

In addition, this theme is in line with the Magisterium of the Catholic 
Church, which considers participation “a duty which we must all fulfil 
consciously, responsibly and with a view to the common good” (Com-
pendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church, No. 189)2 and with the 

2  The characteristic implication of subsidiarity is participation, which is expressed essentially in a se-
ries of activities by means of which the citizen, either as an individual or in association with others, 
whether directly or through representation, contributes to the cultural, economic, political and social 
life of the civil community to which he belongs. Participation is a duty to be fulfilled consciously by 
all, with responsibility and with a view to the common good. This cannot be confined or restricted to 
only a certain area of social life, given its importance for growth — above all human growth — in areas 
such as the world of work and economic activity, especially in their internal dynamics; in the sectors 
of information and culture; and, more than anything else, in the fields of social and political life even at 
the highest levels. The cooperation of all peoples and the building of an international community in a 
framework of solidarity depends on this latter area. In this perspective it becomes absolutely neces-
sary to encourage participation above all of the most disadvantaged, as well as the occasional rotation 
of political leaders in order to forestall the establishment of hidden privileges. Moreover, strong moral 
pressure is needed, so that the administration of public life will be the result of the shared responsibility 

“To be participants and 
to be heard is a grateful 
feeling because we are 
given chances to speak up 
and to give feedback as  
Marist Students.”

Young person
East Asia Province
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proposal of the Global Compact on Education launched by Pope Francis 
in its invitation to listen to the voice of children, adolescents and young 
people in order to build together a future of justice and peace, a life wor-
thy of every person.

1.2. MILESTONES ON CHILDREN AND YOUTH
PARTICIPATION IN THE MARIST INSTITUTE
Among the milestones dealing with the participation of children and 
young people in the Marist Institute in the last 30 years, the following 
stand out:

• 1998: The document “In the Footsteps of Marcellin Champagnat: 
A Vision for Marist Education Today” points out the need to listen, 
question, investigate, pray, and look at the world through the eyes of 
young people.

• 2005: During the Marist Vocation Year, the then General Council car-
ried out an exercise among the young people of Europe to under-
stand from their perspective what it means to follow Jesus in con-
temporary society.

• 2006: In Kenya, a meeting of young people from the African conti-
nent with the General Council was held in which the young people 
highlighted the problems of drugs, poverty, violence, and corruption 
that they face in their countries.

• 2007: In the Philippines, a meeting of Asian youth was held with the 
General Council where they discussed the challenge of living their 
Christian commitment in the face of situations such as accelerated 
technological development, work dynamics that radically transform 
relationships within families, the burdens of professional commit-
ment, addictions and gangsterism.

of each individual with regard to the common good.
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• 2007: In Brazil, the I Marist International Mission Assembly “One 
Heart, One Mission”, held in Mendes, called for expanded opportu-
nities for Marist children and youth to participate in decision-making 
and to strengthen their leadership and agency.

• 2008: In Australia, a meeting of the Marist General Council with 
young people from the Region of Oceania was held in Sydney during 
World Youth Day.

• 2008: In Argentina, a meeting was held with young people from Brazil 
and Cono Sur, where they reflected on the reality of young people 
and their Christian commitment in the context of their countries.

• 2008: In Guatemala at the Arco Norte Youth Meeting, the young par-
ticipants discussed situations of poverty, marginalization, various 
actions of solidarity, the realities of families in the region, multicultur-
alism, violence, and youth pastoral movements.

• 2009: In Belem, Brazil at the Inter-American Meeting “Corazón Soli-
dario Marista”, a process of listening to the children and young peo-
ple of the Americas was organized, with about 6,500 participants 
who expressed their opinion about their family, school, community 
and ecclesial realities, the exercise of their rights and the obstacles 
in exercising them.

• 2009: In Rome, Italy, the XXI General Chapter called on the Marist 
community to become expert advocates on the rights of children 
and young people in a courageous and prophetic way.

• 2011: In the “Advent of Solidarity” initiative, testimonies were col-
lected from Marist children throughout the world to pray on themes 
such as non-discrimination, disability, migration, and participation.

• 2011: In Madrid, Spain, the International Gathering of Marist Youth 
“Belivin’” was held in conjunction with the World Youth Day to share 
experiences and processes of youth participation in their local con-
texts.

• 2013: In Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, “Change 2013” was held as part of 
World Youth Day under the theme: Make a Difference.

• 2013: The Marist International Solidarity Foundation in collaboration 
with the Global Movement for Children, held consultations with chil-
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dren on the Millennium Development Goals (2000 -2015) and to pre-
pare the Sustainable Development Goals (2015 -2030). More than a 
thousand children from the Americas prioritized the following goals:

1º End poverty, 
2º Provide quality education, 
3º End hunger, 
4º Promote healthy life, and 
5º End violence and live in peace.

• 2014: In Nairobi, Kenya, during the II Marist International Mission As-
sembly, a commitment was made to promote the rights of children 
and young people and to create new structures for participation, 
co-responsibility, and decision-making.

• 2015: In Lyon, France, at the International Gathering of Marist Youth 
marking the 200th anniversary of the promise of Fourvière, Marist 
Youth from the Marist Family (Marist Brothers, Marist Father, Marist 
Sisters, and Marist Missionary Sisters) participated in the “Dare to 
Dream” event which provided a space for meeting, listening, dia-
logue and commitment of the young Marists from around the world.

• 2016: As part of the work of the Marist Institute in the alliance for the 
elimination of all forms of violence against children by 2030, more 
than 800 students from different countries of the Americas partic-
ipated in a consultation to share their opinions in relation to the vi-
olence that affects them, as well as the actions necessary to put an 
end to it.

• 2017: In Colombia during the preparatory phase of the XXII Gener-
al Chapter, young people from different Provinces expressed their 
views on the main challenges of the world and the response expect-
ed from the Marist Institute. In the final document, they strongly ex-
pressed their exhortation to the Institute to “flee from paternalistic 
approaches and empower those who have no voice”.

• 2017 and 2018: In New York, USA, young Marists travelled to the UN 
headquarters to participate in the high-level Political Forum review-
ing the 2030 Agenda on Sustainable Development Goals.
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• 2018: In Geneva, Switzerland, at the United Nations Day of General 
Discussion, the role of children as human rights defenders was dis-
cussed. To this end, consultations were held in which 1,700 Marist 
children and young people from 13 countries participated under the 
theme “Empowering the Voiceless”.

• 2018: As a result of a collaboration agreement between the In-
ter-American Children’s Institute (IIN) and the Marist International 
Solidarity Foundation (FMSI), the research, “Childhood and Violence: 
The Challenge of Guaranteeing Rights in the Daily Contexts of Chil-
dren” was published. As part of the research, children and adoles-
cents from Brazil, Mexico, Guatemala and Chile were interviewed 
about their daily lives, identifying situations of risk and factors of 
protection from the violence they suffer in the environments in which 
they develop.

• 2019: In Guatemala City, Guatemala, young Marists from the four 
branches of the Marist Family and from the five continents, partic-
ipated in the “Weaving Life” gathering to reflect on and strengthen 
their commitment to the call to be Mary’s presence in the Church 
and in the world today.







THE PARTICIPATION 
OF CHILDREN AND 
YOUNG PEOPLE 
IN INTERNATIONAL 
HUMAN RIGHTS LAW
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252.1. THE CONTENT OF THE RIGHT TO PARTICIPATION

The Convention on the Rights of the Child radically transformed 
the social understanding of children and adolescents, who were 
seen as minors, incapable, 

dependent and objects in need 
of protection. The Convention 
recognized them as rights-hold-
ers and primary social actors 
who can play a significant role 
as agents of transformation 
with the capability to engage 
in decision-making processes, 
in accordance with their evolv-
ing capacities and gradually in-
creasing autonomy.

“At school, in Physical 
Education, I gave my 
opinion on what the dance 
called “Birds” could be 
like to perform with my 
classmates. When I give 
my opinion, my teacher 
shows interest and 
takes my opinion into 
consideration.”

Young person
East Asia Province
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This important international treaty established four fundamental rights 
and guiding principles for international human rights law for children: 
(a) best interests;1 (b) the right to life, survival, and development; (c) 
non-discrimination; and (d) child participation.

Article 12 of the Convention 
established the obligation of 
States to ensure that children 
and young people can form their 
own views and exercise their 
right to express their opinions 
freely in all matters affecting 
them, and that these views are 
duly considered. To this end, 
they should be heard directly or 
through a representative, con-
sidering the particularities of 
their age and maturity.

In order to exercise the right to 
participation, the Convention, in Articles 13-17,  establishes other fun-
damental rights such as the right to freedom of expression; the right to 
freedom of thought, conscience and religion; the right to freedom of as-
sociation and of peaceful assembly; the right to freedom from arbitrary 
or unlawful interference with one’s privacy, family, home or correspon-
dence and freedom from attacks on one’s honour and reputation; and 
finally, the right to information.

The Committee on the Rights of the Child, a United Nations body made 
up of independent experts, monitors the implementation of the Con-
vention by all States that have ratified it and publishes General Com-
ments interpreting the content of the Convention and addressing spe-
cific issues. In 2009, the Committee published its General Comment 
Number 12, in which it interprets the content of the right of children and 
adolescents to be heard and to have their opinion taken into consider-

1 For more information: https://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/crc/docs/gc/crc_c_gc_14_eng.pdf

“I do know about rights 
because at school they 
have told me about 
them through drama 
or drawings. They have 
always asked us about 
our rights, for example, to 
study and have fun, to go 
to school and be happy.”

Primary school student
Norandina Province
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ation as one of the fundamental 
values of the Convention.

This comment noted that in 
most societies around the world, 
a wide range of situations, cul-
tural practices and deep-root-
ed attitudes are identified that, 
together with political and eco-
nomic barriers, prevent children 
and young people from express-
ing their views in all situations 
that affect them and from having 
those views considered in decision-making.

In its interpretation of Article 12, the Committee identified the follow-
ing elements as the most relevant content of the right of children and 
young people: 

• They have the right to be heard individually and as a group.
• They must be able to express their opinion freely in all matters that 

affect them.
• These opinions should be considered, based on their age and ma-

turity.

It should be recognized that children have the capacity to form their 
own opinions from a very early age, which is why non-verbal forms 
of expressing their opinions, such as play, drawing, body language, 
among others, should be re-
spected. Reasonable adjust-
ments should be made to 
ensure their full participation.

• The right to participate is an 
option, not an obligation.

• Listening and participation 
procedures need to be ac-
cessible and appropriate.

“The other day I was 
talking about this with a 
friend, we are heard but 
not listened to.
We come here, we give our 
opinion, we say how we 
feel, but we don’t know 
if they are looking to 
empathize or not.”

Daniel, university student from 
Province of México Occidental

“Writing poet or story 
can also be a way of 
expressing yourself 
or opinion because by 
writing you can express 
yourself without other 
people judging you.”

Young person
East Asia Province
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• Preference should be given to listening directly to children and 
young people, but their participation can also be exercised through 
an appropriate representative or body, which does not have a con-
flict of interest with them. The obligation of the representative is to 
communicate their views accurately.

The Committee noted that certain measures are necessary to realize 
the right of children, and young people to be heard:

a) Preparation: They should know their right to be heard, as well as the 
modalities such as times, places, participants, and alternatives for 
participation.

b) Audience: The scope of the participatory exercise should be condu-
cive and inspire trust and meet the needs of the children and young 
people considering their age and maturity.

c) Assessment of skills: the ability to form one’s own reasonable and 
independent judgement must be assessed on a case-by-case basis.

d) Feedback on the results: they should know how their opinions were 
taken into consideration.

While the Committee proposed strategies to States to guarantee the 
right to participation, some of them can be implemented in various set-
tings, such as schools, cultural centres and support centres for children 
and young people. These include:

a) Establish, in all institutions where possible, a body that oversees the 
rights of children and young people, and where they can directly file 
complaints about situations that hinder or violate their rights or im-
pede their participation.

b) Provide training on the right to participation to all staff working di-
rectly with children and young people.

c) Ensure the establishment of permanent mechanisms (councils, as-
semblies, etc.) for them to express their opinions and ensure that 
these opinions have an im-
pact on institutional deci-
sions.

d) Implement communication 

“We also count and give 
back to the community.”

Adolescent 13-15 years old, 
Central Mexico Province
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campaigns that combat adults’ negative attitudes and prejudices 
about child and youth participation.

2.2. PARTICIPATION IN EDUCATION
The Committee referred to a set of areas and situations in the daily life 
of children and adolescents in which the right to participation must be 
observed with special care. Of all these, we make special reference to 
the educational sphere, due to 
the educational and evangeliz-
ing nature of our Marist works 
(schools, social works, missions, 
and others).

Already in its first General Com-
ment issued in 2001, the Com-
mittee had pointed out that ed-
ucation should be provided in a 
way that respects the inherent 
dignity of children and young 
people, allows them to express 
their views freely and to partici-
pate in all aspects of educational 
institutions, through the creation 
of school communities, student councils, peer counselling, intervention 
in disciplinary processes, among other aspects. In this sense, General 
Comment 12 reiterates that:

Participation and taking their views into consideration helps to eliminate 
authoritarianism, discrimination, disrespect, and violence.

•	 Participatory learning should be promoted in all educational pro-
grammes. Students should have a voice in the planning of educa-
tional content.

“Teachers and 
coordinators should 
be attentive to all the 
students because there 
are some boys and girls 
who bully them, and 
they don’t say anything, 
and they must be very 
attentive so that they 
know the situation they 
are living.”

Primary school student,
Norandina Province
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•	 Human rights and in particu-
lar the rights of children and 
young people must be prac-
ticed in educational commu-
nities.

•	 Participation through coun-
cils and assemblies should 
be permanent. The creation 
of independent student or-
ganizations is encouraged.

Participation should include consultation on educational policies: cur-
ricula, teaching methods, school structures, disciplinary issues, bud-
gets, security systems, etc.

•	 In particular, the opinion of students should be considered in all 
those matters of the educational communities that affect their best 
interests (such as transition between school levels, choice of groups, 
disciplinary matters, and school performance, among others).

•	 The assessment and determination of a child’s or young person’s 
best interests necessarily require the listening and participation of 
children and young people.

•	 The opportunity to partici-
pate and make decisions in 
all relevant aspects of their 
lives (education, health, sex-
uality, family, judicial and ad-
ministrative procedures, etc.) 
is a very important factor 
that promotes resilience and 
healthy development of chil-
dren and young people. The 
web is a new and valuable 
space to intensify and broaden their participation and the develop-
ment of their active citizenship.

•	 In addition, the Committee encourages the participation of children 

“In order to ensure 
the “free” expression 
of views, we must be 
enabled to participate 
without pressure, and in 
environments in which we 
feel safe and respected.” 

Young person
East Asia Province

“There should be 
assemblies with the group 
leaders, who would be in 
charge of gathering the 
voices of the students.”

Adolescent 13-15 years old, 
Province of Central Mexico
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and young people in other areas that could be relevant in the Marist 
works such as play as well as recreational, sporting, cultural and ar-
tistic activities; in the processes of prevention and care for victims 
of violence; in immigration and asylum procedures; in social emer-
gency situations; in the modalities of foster care for children without 
parental care; among others.

2.3. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPATION
In the Committee’s opinion, for child and youth participation to be effec-
tive and genuine, it should be seen as a permanent process and not as 
an isolated action. For this reason, participatory processes should have 
the following characteristics:

a) Transparent and informative. Children and young people should be 
informed of their right to express their opinion and to have it duly 
considered. They also need to know the objectives, modalities, and 
scope of their participation.

b) Volunteers. The right to ex-
press their opinion is option-
al. They can decide to par-
ticipate directly or through 
a representative in a partici-
patory process and they can 
even choose to abstain from 
participating.

c) Respectful. The opinions of 
children and young people 
should be taken into consid-
eration with respect for their 
socio-economic, environ-
mental, and cultural contexts.

d) Relevant. The issues ad-

“The meaning of being 
able to participate and be 
heard is when you have 
the right to give your own 
suggestions and opinion 
about a certain task or 
problem. Also, the people 
are willing to listen to 
your problems, and they 
take action to give the 
accurate and immediate 
solution for the problem.” 

Young person
East Asia Province
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dressed by the participatory processes should be meaningful and 
relevant to their daily lives.

e) Adaptable. The environments and working methods must be adapt-
ed to the development of the children and young people.

f) Inclusive. The processes should provide equal opportunities, sup-
port, and reasonable accommodations so that those who are often 
discriminated against or who live with disabilities can express their 
views.

g) Training. Those who take on roles as facilitators of participatory pro-
cesses should receive the necessary preparation and knowledge to 
carry out their work.

h) Safety. Children and young 
people should be prevented 
from suffering negative con-
sequences or retaliation for 
their participation.

i) Responsible parties. The 
participatory process needs 
to be evaluated and followed 
up, reporting on how their participation influenced decision-making.

The last section of the guide includes a rubric that seeks, based on 
questions, to be a point of reference for educators when implementing 
participatory processes.

2.4. CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE IN NEED OF PRIORITY ATTENTION
Under the approach of equality and non- discrimination, priority atten-
tion should be given to those who suffer from marginalization and exclu-
sion, for example:

•	 Girls and young women, who because of gender stereotypes and im-
posed patriarchal values, have severe limitations on the exercise of 
their rights.

“Young people and 
children are shy because 
society has not allowed us 
spaces for participation in 
which we develop our own 
criteria.”

Former pupil, Norandina Province
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•	 Children in early childhood 
(0-6 years of age) who can 
make choices and communi-
cate their   feelings, ideas and 
wishes in a variety of ways, 
and are often ignored, should 
have their opinions and feel-
ings respected.

•	 Children and young people 
with disabilities who should 
be provided educational 
spaces that are conducive to 
maximum inclusion and with 
the communication modali-
ties and supports necessary to express their views alongside those 
without disabilities.

•	 The opinions of children and adolescents involved in the justice sys-
tem are crucial in the processes of prevention, social reintegration, 
and restitution of their rights.

•	 The participation of poor and indigenous children and young people 
require ensuring the right to culturally appropriate interpretation and 
the right to representation whenever necessary.

• Those living in poverty or on the streets, as they are often affected 
by violence, 

•	 Those living without parental care in shelters, group homes, and fos-
ter care.

•	 Those in contexts of migration, asylum seekers and refugees.
•	 Trans and gender-diverse children and youth.
•	 Adolescents and young people with problematic drug use.

The evangelical commitment of Marist educators is expressed in a par-
ticular love for these marginalized and excluded children and young 
people whose rights are violated. Together with them, the Marists of 
Champagnat find ways to recreate the Marist charism and keep their 
mission alive.

“In this drawing I am 
helping the truck drivers 
when sometimes they 
drop their money and I 
help them to pick it up. I 
also go to sell food with 
my mum at my aunt’s stall 
in the market.”

Rodrigo, 
a boy who attends social work 

in the Province of México 
Occidental
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37In exercising their right to participation, children and young people 
require the support of adults to achieve co-responsibility gradual-
ly and progressively in their community and school life. Openness 

to the potential of children and young people makes it possible to 
recognize and value diversi-
ty, to break down stereotypes, 
and to exercise tolerance and 
autonomy. The adult-centered 
approach (which prioritizes 
the adult gaze) is no longer 
the approach to be taken in 
our Marist projects; rather the 
rights- based approach rep-
resents the approach to be de-
veloped in our Marist commu-
nities, schools, social works, 
missions, and projects with 
young graduates. 

“Do the teachers ask you 
what you think? Yes and 
no, because if you ask 
something wrong, they 
tell you why you’re going 
off topic; they scold us. 
It seems to me they only 
accept what they want 
you to say, and what they 
don’t, they refuse to let 
you speak.”

NN, 10 to 12 years old,
Province of Central Mexico
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3.1. THE ADULT-CENTERED OR PROTECTIONIST APPROACH
Etymologically, the word “childhood” comes from the Latin “in-fale” 
which means “the one who does not speak”, the one who has nothing to 
say or who is not worth listening to. This concept of childhood, preva-
lent even today, undermines the 
capacities of children and ad-
olescents by considering them 
“not full citizens”.

What lies behind these per-
ceptions, which adults often 
have without even realizing it, 
are called “social representa-
tions”. These social represen-
tations of children have been 
built throughout history and are 
translated into practices that 
limit their full recognition as ac-
tive protagonists within a family, 
a school, or within society itself. 
Adults often underestimate the 
knowledge, skills and creativity 
of children and young people, and it may seem normal for them to make 
decisions for them, even when these decisions affect the child or young 
person directly.

Because of this “underestimation”, two attitudes of adults towards chil-
dren/young people can be deduced. The first has to do with conceiving 
them as ‘objects’ who have little or nothing to contribute. Let us imagine 
a situation in which an adult writes a letter to a recently elected school 
authority without considering the opinion, comments, or ideas of the 
child/young person because the adult does not believe them to be ca-
pable or because the adult wants to “free them from possible conse-
quences”. What, then, is the adult’s perception of them?

“Adults sometimes don’t 
take our opinion into 
account because they 
think that we don’t have 
good criteria; however, 
adults should be more 
open and value our opinion 
because we children 
express what we feel with 
coherence regardless of 
our age.”

Adolescent 13 to 15 years old, 
Province of Santa María

de los Andes
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Another similar attitude is to consider them as ‘vessels’ to be filled. This 
approach is intended to prepare them for adult life or for adapting in 
society. It also assumes that children and young people must learn to 
think like adults. An example of this practice is when an adult dictates 
the guidelines under which young people should be included in an ac-
tivity or adhere to its terms and conditions. This can be seen when a 
student is included in a school committee made up only of adults, where 
only adults speak, and where the opinions of the young people are rare-
ly heard.

In our society, there is a “relationship of power” of adults over children 
and young people that can range from not listening to their opinions, 
to implementing strict discipline or committing both psychological and 
physical abuse against them. Among the evidence that points to the 
harm that adults sometimes do to children and young people, we can 
highlight separating them from their families and institutionalizing them 
-that is, placing them in spaces where they ‘could be safer’- providing 
guardianship and custody to other people without considering their 
opinion or emotional state. These are examples of how often the deci-
sions we make in the best interests of children and young people end up 
doing them more harm than good.

An example is when children and adolescents are invisible in institution-
al programmes which have a direct impact on them, or in the design 
and implementation of public 
policies which exclude them. 
Some concrete examples of 
this includes the lack of focus 
on the rights of children and 
young people in public policies, 
the failure to allocate sufficient 
resources to public initiatives 
involving children and young 
people, and proportionally lower 
government budgeting toward 
services for this population. 

“There are many people 
who consider themselves 
wiser and who invalidate 
the young person’s 
opinion because they 
think that they have not 
lived long enough to 
know, that they have no 
experience and cannot 
take a position.”

Teenage student - Brazil
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Some of the arguments most 
used by adults for not incor-
porating a participatory per-
spective refer to the fact that 
children and young people lack 
the necessary competencies 
to participate, that participation 
and empowerment of children 
and young people will detract 
from respect towards parents and other adults; that they should first 
have responsibilities and then rights, or that by giving them the right to 
participate, they will take away from living their childhood or enjoying 
their youth. By taking these arguments as valid, the opportunity is lost 
to achieve, from an early age, the development of democratic values as 
part of a progressive formation that gives children and young people 
the tools to exercise their citizenship.

3.2. THE RIGHTS-BASED APPROACH AND PARTICIPATION
It is foolish to believe that 16-, 18- or 20-year-olds will suddenly become 
responsible and committed citizens if they had no prior exposure to the 
development of democratic skills and values. For these to be effectively 
developed, a gradual and progressive approach is required from ear-
ly childhood. This is achieved 
through the involvement of chil-
dren, adolescents, and young 
people in all areas of public and 
private life: at home, at school 
and in the broader spaces of so-
cialization.

In contrast to the adult-centered 

“When your opinions are 
taken into account you 
feel good about yourself, 
because you know you are 
valued and that you did 
something important.”

Student,
Province of Santa María de los Andes

“Many people think that 
just because we are 
children, we don’t have 
the maturity to have an 
opinion. We all have the 
right to participate.”

Anna, 12 years old - Brazil
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approach, the rights-based approach places child and young people as 
active collaborators and as subjects or agents who can make important 
contributions within their own educational processes.

The rights-based approach assumes that respect for the creativity and 
capacities of children and young people is fundamental for programs 
and projects that involve them to be successful and meaningful for 
them. Within this perspective, it is recognized that both young people 
and adults have skills, strengths, and experiences with which they can 
contribute. A hallmark of this approach is the conviction that adults are 
nurtured by the contributions of children and young people, and vice 
versa.

Therefore, when we speak of developing guidelines for the participation 
of children and young people in 
Marist communities, schools, 
social works, missions, projects 
with young graduates, etc., we 
maintain that this participation 
based on human rights should 
be at the centre of any planning 
and programming effort in our 
Marist works. For this, it is nec-
essary to strengthen the capac-
ities of educators, parents, and 
other pastoral agents, as well 
as all those who are part of the 
formation process or who have a role in promoting, accompanying, and 
enriching new experiences of child and youth participation in Marist 
works.

There is a wealth of evidence on the advantages of encouraging child 
and youth participation (Lansdown 2001; UNICEF, Save the Children 
2003; UNFPA 2008). Some of the arguments in favour of child and youth 
participation include:

•	 Those children/young people who participate in their own educa-

“I would change how the 
time of a school day is 
dictated by programs. 
Why can’t we learn while 
we live. We don’t use our 
education in silos in the 
real world, why in schools 
then?”

Young person
East Asia Province
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tion or development generate higher aspirations, gain confidence, 
self-esteem and change attitudes, thus positioning themselves as 
agents of change.

•	 Substantive participation provides them with elements to contrib-
ute to their family or community, improve their social competencies, 
conflict resolution skills and autonomy. These social skills will enable 
them to become more socially responsible and aware, more flexible, 
and empathetic to the diversity of opinions, to develop communica-
tion skills, as well as pro-social behaviors. They are provided with op-
portunities to develop their leadership skills, their self-confidence, 
and their resilience to avoid risky behaviours.

•	 Better decision making on the part of adults.

When working with children, the approach is to have the best infor-
mation available. Many educational institutions are concerned with in-
creasing learning achievement, results, and educational quality. Howev-
er, less attention is given to how 
they can contribute to reducing 
problems in living environments 
and educational communities. 
By developing a more partici-
pative structures in educational 
communities, there is a greater 
likelihood of a harmonious rela-
tionship between all members of 
the community, as well as a bet-
ter teaching and learning envi-
ronment. It is important to high-
light that the greatest and most fundamental right that must be upheld 
in a school is the right of every student to learn.

•	 Greater understanding of and commitment to a democratic com-
munity is important.  When educational institutions speak of devel-
oping democratic exercises, they are often understood as carrying 
out elections to choose representatives. This is an error in partici-
pation since democracy is not limited to voting. Instead, educational 

“It is important when 
the teacher gives 
opportunities for 
participation and let’s go 
a bit of the reins so that an 
evolution can be noticed 
in the schools.”

Marist alumnus,
Province of Norandina
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communities should develop 
participatory processes that 
permeate the entire institu-
tional environment so that 
children, adolescents, and 
young people may under-
stand that this is what de-
mocracy is all about, and not 
only the election of a govern-
ment.

Children understand that their freedom is limited by the rights and free-
dom of others, and that their actions can affect them. The right to learn 
and allowing others the right to learn are fundamental democratic prin-
ciples in the school context and need to be emphasized. Children and 
young people will experience respect for their own points of view and 
will discover the importance of respecting other people’s, thus under-
standing the value of democracy. By learning to question, express their 
opinions, engage in dialogue, and listen, they will acquire the skills and 
competencies to develop critical thinking and judgement as an essen-
tial part of participation in a democratic society.

•	 Participation allows for greater protection. The Convention does not 
seek to give them the same rights as adults, but rather to give them 
the opportunity to express their views in their own way. Adults can 
protect those entrusted to their care if they are aware of the situa-
tions they are going through and if they provide them with appropri-
ate ways to express themselves.

•	 Freedom of expression is a fundamental right of all people, and chil-
dren and young people are no exception when it comes to making 
decisions directly related to what affects their lives. When it comes 
to issues such as where to live after parental divorce, school rules, 
legislation regulating child labour, or the portrayal of children and 
young people in the media, children and young people need to be 
involved and taken seriously.

“What does it mean for 
you to participate and to 
be heard? To be heard or 
to speak for other people 
that can’t say a word or 
express their feelings 
about the things that have 
been going on”.

Young person,
East Asia Province
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47The promotion of child and youth participation in the different 
Marist social and educational works requires theoretical and 
methodological resources to guide the practice of educators, ac-

companiers, counsellors, facilitators, tutors, volunteers, pastoral work-
ers, and any Marist agent involved with children and young people.

In this section we propose a set of principles, possibilities, criteria, and 
recommendations to encourage and guide the practice the participa-
tion of children and young people in the diversity of contexts in which 
Marist works are situated.  

4.1. THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF PARTICIPATION
All educational practices that are part of our performance as educa-
tors, facilitators, or guides, must be accompanied by a series of prin-
ciples that guide our actions. These principles function as a road map 
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that guides us and helps us to 
improve our work as educators. 
It is worth mentioning here that 
parents/legal guardians are the 
first educators and their role in 
the basic principles of participa-
tion is paramount. 

The principles listed below are 
some of those that will guide 
the work of Marist schools and 
social works in their child and 
youth participation initiatives. 
However, as many as necessary 
can be added to the list to adapt 
to the realities of the diverse 
contexts where our Marist mis-
sion exists.

A. Progressive autonomy

Progressive autonomy indicates that the direction and guidance of 
adults towards children and adolescents is directly related to the evolu-
tion of their faculties. This implies recognizing that children and young 
people are gradually acquiring greater cognitive, physical, social, and 
emotional capacities. As this happens, the role of adults must become 
more egalitarian and horizontal, so that children and young people can 
assume more and more responsibilities and exercise their rights and 
freedoms in a more autonomous manner.

The Convention states that progressive autonomy is “the exercise of 
the rights of children and adolescents in accordance with their evolv-
ing capacities” (Article 14). Mothers, fathers or other caregivers are re-
sponsible for providing “appropriate guidance and direction to enable 
them to exercise the rights recognized in the Convention” with increas-
ing autonomy.

“In my classroom we don’t 
have a space as such to 
express our feelings. 
Sometimes the head 
teacher asks us, “how do 
you feel?” or “how have 
we been doing?”, and 
sometimes we do talk. It’s 
not a set thing. I’m talking 
about issues that we’ve 
seen in school.
We haven’t talked about 
something that came 
up; we talk about the 
subjects.”

Aranza. Teenage student
Province of México Occidental
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This does not diminish the responsibility of other guardians, institutions, 
or the State to guarantee the protection and best interests of children 
and adolescents. On the contrary, progressive autonomy is about en-
suring the necessary balance between the need to direct them and the 
autonomy they can acquire as they grow.

Examples of how progressive autonomy of children and young people 
is put into practice:

Explore together with them solutions according to their age, capacities, 
and degree of maturity.

•	 Ask them “How do you think I can help you?”.
•	 Do things for a child and let them try them on their own next time 

(e.g., tie their shoelaces).

B. Gender perspective

The construction of gender roles accompanies the development of 
girls and boys as part of their socialization process.

These gender roles are social and cultural constructs, acquired over 
time, that dictate what each society expects from the behaviour of men 
and women, that is, they are roles linked to biological sex of the person.  
Have you ever heard how cute pink dresses look on girls or that boys 
look good playing with cars or soccer balls? Just that idea is a gender 
role.

When working with children and young people, it is important to un-
derstand the social and cultural 
contexts in which they live (fami-
ly, school, health services, neigh-
bourhood, etc.) to analyse the 
gender roles they were brought 
up with and to reduce, or better 
still, eliminate them. This will al-
low us to avoid the reproduction 
of gender inequalities.

“All of our problems in the 
community are not just 
being heard but they are 
willing to take action in 
order to provide solution 
to our problem.”

Young person
East Asia Province
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If we do not question the gender 
roles in our society, these ideas 
become more complex and be-
come more limiting, excluding, 
or even becoming discriminato-
ry--to the point of establishing, 
for example, that women should 
not study but stay at home to 
take care of their children or that 
men are the only ones responsi-
ble for the family’s sustenance. 
By questioning these roles, we 
will be able to eliminate gender 
barriers. 

What is a gender barrier? These 
are limitations or obstacles 
faced mainly by girls and peo-
ple of sexual diversity. The root 
of these barriers is neither real 
nor natural but is built based on 
gender. For example, the phrase 
“My grandfather says that it is 
the woman who keeps the home 
together and that is why she 
should not work, that the problems that children have today are be-
cause their mothers work” carries with it a gender barrier. It is not in the 
“essence” or “nature” of women to “keep the home together” but the 
gender roles in which we have been socialized make it seem as if it is 
true.

In view of this, it is important that child and youth participation helps 
to eliminate gender barriers while building more open and democrat-
ic school and community spaces. Including a gender perspective from 
early stages of development is crucial for reaching adulthood with 
greater equity.

“One issue that is never 
touched on is the issue of 
the patriarchal pact and 
how over- protective it is, 
not by all men, but enough 
of them to be noticed. At 
least in my classroom it 
has happened that sexist 
comments are said by 
teachers, professors, 
or students, it has 
happened... and nobody 
says anything, and if you 
say something... you don’t 
look bad, but people make 
a face like ‘why are you 
saying it?’ Just let it go 
and that’s it, and I feel like 
no, it’s something that 
shouldn’t be let go.”

María José, universi.ty student. 
Province of México Occidental
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Examples of how to put the gender perspective into practice: 

•	 Do not divide recreational and sports activities between girls and 
boys, e.g., at recess time girls and boys can play soccer.

•	 Protecting girls and adolescents from child marriage.
•	 Providing education in the sciences for girls and adolescents.

Promoting sexual and reproductive health, as well as the prevention of 
teenage pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases.

•	 Having protocols for responding to gender violence with the popu-
lation we serve.

C. Equality and non-discrimination

Article 2 of the Convention states that all rights must be guaranteed 
to children and adolescents, regardless of their race, colour, sex, lan-
guage, religion, political, national, ethnic, or social origin, economic sta-
tus, physical handicap, birth, or any other condition. This brings us back 
to the right to equality and non-discrimination.

This set of principles has several meanings. The first is that equali-
ty does not refer to treating everyone identically; everyone should be 
treated according to his or her needs and context. Second, adults, insti-
tutions and states should refrain from any action that is discriminatory 
towards children or youth. For example, a discriminatory action could 
be to give preferential treatment to students of higher socio-econom-
ic status or of one religion over 
another. Schools and charities 
should refrain from such actions.

Third, the principle of equality 
and non-discrimination requires 
taking special measures to re-
duce or eliminate the conditions 
that lead to discrimination. Chil-
dren and adolescents are not 
vulnerable in and of themselves, 

“We propose that 
everyone should be 
equally given a chance 
to express their opinions 
and those opinions should 
be acknowledged and 
studied by those who are 
in charge.”

Young person
East Asia Province
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but there are conditions of vul-
nerability that affect them. Some 
of conditions include poverty, 
their migratory status, their gen-
der identity, and their disability. 
In view of these situations, child 
and youth participation requires 
that special conditions be pro-
vided to those living in vulnera-
ble situations so that they may 
also participate. 

Some examples of how the principle of equality and non-discrimination 
is put into practice:

•	 Raise awareness and educate the entire school and social work 
community about the negative effects that discriminatory attitudes 
and practices have on individuals.

•	 Use materials such as documentaries, films, stories, short essays, 
lectures, etc. to discuss discrimination, racism, xenophobia, misog-
yny, homophobia, lesbophobia, and other discriminatory practices.

•	 Ensure the necessary equipment and resources so that children and 
youth with disabilities can express their views freely and their opin-
ions are given due consideration.

•	 Establish “zero tolerance” policies for discriminatory practices 
among the educational community.

D. Educational equity

As Marists, one of our goals must surely be educational equity in our 
schools and social works. Here it is necessary to identify the differences 
between equality and equity. An egalitarian education alludes to provid-
ing the same resources for all, even though we know that each child is 
different. The notion of equity renounces the idea that we all deserve the 
same, and instead proposes to provide more support to those who have 
less to compensate for their social and economic deficiencies. The con-

“That every child around 
the world, from those who 
have everything to those 
who have nothing, that 
they can all have their say 
no matter how much they 
have and where they are 
from”.

Isabela, 
Province of México Occidental
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cept of equality does not necessarily imply justice; equity does.

There are some factors that may explain the educational gaps that ex-
ist between some children and others. Studies suggest that the so-
cio-economic background of families, the practices of teachers, and 
the characteristics of schools explain a large part of the differences in 
academic achievement among children. 

As schools and social works, we have the responsibility to reduce these 
gaps as much as possible. We can allocate a range of resources (finan-
cial, educational, infrastructural) to ensure that every child, especially 
those who lag the furthest behind academically, can learn. 
It is also important to offer opportunities for access to knowledge that 
are based on high expectations of their potential, not because they are 
less able to achieve. Collaborative work within the school and social 
work can also help to reduce the gap between students who learn more 
easily than others.
All the above is closely related to the right to participation, since every-
one’s needs are met and compensated for, the greater the possibilities 
of developing practices which promote child and youth participation. 
In other words, how do we want them and their families to participate if 
they do not have the necessary elements for learning covered?
Some examples of how the principle of educational equity could be put 
into practice: 
•	 Generate collaborative strat-

egies to help reduce the 
gaps between high and low 
performing students.

•	 Generate actions, at school 
or at the social work level, 
aimed at recognizing the ef-
fort made by each student, 
not only the most outstand-
ing ones.

•	 Provide spaces for reflec-
tion and discussion among 

“We like recess; it is the 
perfect time to share with 
classmates and others. 
School is the best place 
we have, in this time of 
pandemic I would like 
to be in my school, play 
soccer and basketball, 
be in the playground and 
have fun.”

Primary School Student,
Norandina Province
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teachers to devise creative 
ways of meeting the specific 
needs of children and ado-
lescents.

•	 Support parents in access-
ing external institutions that 
address the specific needs 
of children and youth (e.g., 
school support, medical and 
psychological care, sports, 
social work, social programs, etc.).

To the extent that we incorporate the principles developed so far into 
our practices, we will be in a better position to promote and strengthen 
child and youth participation in our schools and social works. Ultimately, 
what these principles seek is to build societies that are more just, dem-
ocratic, and open to dialogue, with individuals who are aware and capa-
ble of action. As Marist projects we have a great opportunity to advance 
towards this horizon.

4.2. DIMENSIONS OF PARTICIPATION
Child and youth participation can be understood within different dimen-
sions, in this guide we propose four: the pedagogical, social, political, 
and evangelizing dimension.

1. The pedagogical dimension highlights the formative nature of par-
ticipation as it provides for the development of skills and competen-
cies, values, ways of thinking, behaviour, and patterns of social re-
lationships. In this way, the exercise of child and youth participation 
connects with the cognitive, emotional, social, and cultural aspects 
of those entrusted to our care.

2. The social dimension in the human experience has to do with inter-
action, dialogue, and exchange with other people and social groups. 

“We should have spaces 
to express our opinions 
about what affects 
us in the community 
considering that we are 
part of the community.”

Young person
from East Asia Province
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Learning to live together, to negotiate, to be tolerant, to listen to oth-
ers, tounderstand, construct and respect rules, as well as to work in 
groups, are some of the aspects which the social dimension con-
templates. 

3. The political dimension is one which highlights the need for children 
and young people to play a leading role in the development of citizen-
ship from an early age. This is not possible unless the adult world rec-
ognizes that children and young people are agents in the exercise of 
their political rights linked to participation, informed opinion and de-
cision-making in areas related to their education, health, recreation, 
food, religion and, of course, their sexuality, and not only restricted 
to voting or the election of representatives in their immediate living 
environment, such as the classroom. It is necessary to emphasize 
that in this dimension, it has been difficult to make progress because 
the struggle for the rights of children and young people has been 
waged by adults who are aware of the issue, and not so much by chil-
dren and young people themselves. In this sense, children and young 
people have not been the protagonists (as in the case of the struggle 
of women, for example), but rather the recipients.

4. The evangelizing dimension of the Marist mission is consistent with 
the focus on the rights of children and young people, since it is ori-
ented towards the proclamation of the Good News of the Kingdom 
of God among children, adolescents, and young people, to whom 
Marist educators seek to reveal the loving face of God and the im-
portance of human dignity.

Together with children and young people, Marist educators seek to 
build a sense of life from the model of Jesus and his building of God’s 
kingdom, through educational 
processes in which each per-
son becomes aware of their own 
identity and dignity, recogniz-
ing themselves as protagonists 
of a complex web of personal 
and collective existence, being 

“Sometimes we feel that 
what we have to say is not 
always taken into account 
in decision making within 
the institution.”

Marist Alumni, Norandina Province
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agents of transformation of reality, integrating faith, culture, and life (In-
stitute of the Marist Brothers, 2011).

Only through participation is it possible for Marist children, adoles-
cents, and young people to become protagonists in their communities 
and agents of transformation based on the values of the Kingdom: the 
construction of a more human, more dignified, and just life for all people 
and, in a particular way, for those whose dignity has been violated.

4.3. SPACES FOR PARTICIPATION
The great diversity of the Marist world has a common denominator: the 
educational and evangelizing work among children and young people, 
whose participation should be a guiding principle in all the programs, 
services and actions that are implemented. Consistent with the dimen-
sions already pointed out, the action of Marist educators can be de-
ployed in the following areas:

a) The specific Marist sphere: in the schools, social works, and in the 
homes, and the open spaces of participation that is present in the 
provinces, districts, regions, and global level, through forums, as-
semblies, and congresses. 

b) The ecclesial sphere: Marist educators accompany children and 
young people in evangelizing ecclesial spaces such as catechetical 
groups, youth groups, youth 
days, whether at the local or 
international level. In these 
spaces we should also aim at 
the highest levels of partici-
pation and representation of 
children and young people.

c) The social sphere: Marist 

“Sometimes teachers 
choose the same person 
and sometimes you notice 
the preference on the part 
of some.”

Adolescent 13 to 15 years old, 
Province of Central Mexico
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action permeates the social 
sphere where children and 
young people develop, such 
as in their families and in lo-
cal and national communi-
ties. In all of them there are 
matters that directly affect 
children and young people 
and, in accordance with the 
human rights approach, they have the right to participate in all these 
matters according to their age and maturity. Our Marist educational 
actions must promote the widest possible participation of children 
and young people at the local, national, and international levels. 

d) This impulse of participation in public policies brings Marist educa-
tors closer to social organizations and human rights organizations 
whose interaction will only strengthen them. 

4.4. GUIDING AXES FOR LISTENING TO CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE 
One of the best ways of approaching children and young people is 
through an open dialogue in which adults place themselves in the posi-
tion of the listener, by directly asking children and young people about 
their interests, knowledge, experiences and wishes. This means allowing 
them to express themselves in their own languages and ways, generat-
ing mechanisms in which their opinions and expressions are placed in 
the context of their stages of development, socio-cultural background, 
and everything which constitutes their forms of expression. 

A mistake educator often makes is to choose the most articulate girls 
and boys from the classroom, youth group or community centre so that 
they sound impressive, and our event goes well. In this example, even if 
we have the best intentions, we are not exercising the right to participa-
tion because we are ignoring the fact that the children and young peo-

“I don’t like the school 
sweatshirt because when 
it’s cold they only let me 
wear it and it doesn’t 
cover me well”.

Pre-adolescent, 10–12-year-old,
Province of Central Mexico
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ple are participating in the process of choosing who will represent them.

This will imply a constant openness on the part of the adults to what 
free expression can generate. To this end, it is important that those of us 
who accompany the processes of participation have the tools, method-
ologies, and sensitivity for the development of appropriate participato-
ry experiences which tend towards higher and more authentic levels of 
child and youth engagement.

One thing which is very true is that there is no single model or set of 
instructions for child and youth participation. Each methodology needs 
to be developed in accordance with what is appropriate to its purpose 
or to the developmental stage of the children and young people in front 
of you.

However, there are a set of principles, practical lessons, and recommen-
dations which educational agents should bear in mind.

1. Be prepared to listen to their priorities. The reason why they are 
sometimes not listened to is because of the belief, deeply rooted in 
our societies, that the view of adults is more relevant and appropri-
ate. It is necessary to confront that assumption because children 
and young people have their own views and priorities and often ex-
press them differently from adults.

2. Be clear about the objectives to be achieved. It is important to 
ask yourself about the level of participation you intend to achieve, 
for example, if you want to obtain information from children and 
young people. The strategy will be different if you want to work on 
empowerment than say the understanding of child rights. Esto últi-
ma implicará promover una comprensión más profunda y nítida con 
respecto a cuáles son sus derechos y cómo los pueden hacer valer. 

3. Be clear about the limits of the proposed activities. Children, 
especially young people, can quickly become disillusioned if clear 
rules are not established within the framework of a participation ex-
ercise. In this sense, it is important that those who take part in ini-
tiatives and projects are informed from the outset about the scope 
and limitations of the activities. For example, it is useless to take 
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their opinions and decisions into account if there are no econom-
ic resources to implement their ideas. Therefore, it is necessary to 
clarify whether an activity will only involve consultation or whether 
it will involve greater participation or empowerment.

4. Do the necessary research. When planning an activity or a longer 
process of participation, it is advisable to have a good amount of 
empirical evidence to develop a more appropriate approach to chil-
dren and young people. It will be helpful to identify what other similar 
experiences have been developed and what lessons can be learned 
from them. When planning 
activities, it is useful to cre-
ate groups of young people 
to advise adults to ask ques-
tions and be able to fine-
tune work methodologies.

5. Be willing to consult them 
on methods of engaging 
them. Passive adult activity formats such as long meetings or lec-
tures are not attractive to children, adolescents, and young people. 
They express themselves in less conventional ways, for example, 
through drawings, stories, plays, photographs, games, dynamics or 
through digital resources they find on the Internet. In this sense, it 
will be very important for adults to be open to non-verbal communi-
cation alternatives that can help us to illustrate what their lives are 
like and how they perceive their problems, as well as their strategies 
to solve them.

6. Be clear that children and young people are not a homogeneous 
group. Just as adults, children and young people express a wide 
range of different opinions, determined by variables such as social 
context, cultural capital, social class, schooling, political context, 
and religion, among others.

7. Guarantee sufficient time and resources for participation. In ini-
tiatives and processes which provide for participation, it is neces-
sary to guarantee time for the adequate involvement of children and 
young people in assessments, in the design of projects and in the 

“When I give my opinion, 
my teacher always listens 
to me.”                                                                         

Student,
Province of

Santa María de los Andes
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definition of methodologies. Financial resources are equally neces-
sary since the development of activities will often require an allocat-
ed budget which will vary according to the nature of the initiative, its 
duration and scope, as well as the number of participants.

Do not underestimate them and be prepared by the challenges that 
the process may bring. In child and youth participation, the visions pro-
vided by children and young people may vary from those proposed by 
adults. It is important to be open to suggestions and to be prepared to 
negotiate and adjust projects. In participation, it is mistakenly thought 
it is not allowed to contradict them; in reality, treating them with too 
much caution is a kind of tutelary discrimination and is as bad as ignor-
ing them. They have the right to participate, yes, but with respect for 
their stage of development and forms of expression, articulated or not, 
lucid, or not.  What should be put before them is their capacity to make 
informed and analytical contributions that respond to their closest ex-
perience. However, we don’t always have to agree with them.
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4.5. LEVELS OF PARTICIPATION
We need to reflect daily on what kind of participation we are proposing 
and implementing. One way of thinking about this is to constantly ask 
ourselves the following questions:

What role are we giving to children and young people’s opinions? How 
do we adapt the participatory exercise according to the objectives to 
be achieved? To what extent am I using them to generate the impact I 
want to achieve?

Roger Hart is a scholar of child participation who identified various lev-
els of participation ranging from the manipulation and decorative use 
of children and adolescents to 
the higher levels where children 
and young people form a kind of 
symbiosis with the adult world in 
a horizontal scheme.

In developing participation in 
Marist works, it will be important 
to move away from the first three levels of participation and towards 
those that represent real and effective participatory scenarios (the 
higher levels). Below is an adaptation of Roger Hart’s Ladder of Partici-
pation and a brief explanation of each level.

Level 1: Manipulation

Children and adolescents are used to carry out actions that they do not 
understand and that respond totally to adult interests. For example, at a 
school event before the local authorities, the civics and ethics teacher 
has prepared a speech focused on the problems that need to be solved 
in the neighbourhood; he gives it to one of his students to read so that 
the authorities can consider the young people’s concerns. The teacher 
has not provided his student with any information about it, so the stu-
dent does not understand its content or the scope of its message.

“When I give my opinion, 
my teacher always listens 
to me.”

Student, Province of
Santa María de los Andes
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Level 2: Decoration

They are incorporated as an accessory to “decorate” or “lead” certain 
activity which responds to adult interests, but they have no option to 
contribute.

Roger Hart explains that he places this level above manipulation be-
cause here the adults do not try to deceive by presenting the activity as 
an initiative of the children. For example, the parish they will receive the 
visit of the bishop, and the catechists ask the children who are prepar-
ing for their first communion to line up and to greet the bishop and give 
them posters already prepared with messages of welcome.

Level 3: Symbolic participation

Those who have more communication skills are used for certain acts, 
but do not have a real impact on the theme nor in the construction of 
their own opinions. Moreover, the space for participation is not open 
to others with less communication skills. For example, in the prepara-
tory school a debate competition is held every year with themes set by 
the teachers’ committee, where 
the students with greater facility 
with words, after arduous hours 
of training and speeches pre-
pared by adults, make brilliant 
presentations.

Level 4. Assigned but informed

In this level, children and young people receive information and under-
stand the project, but they get involved at the pace and to the extent 
that the adults decide. For example, the teachers in charge of the Sum-
mer Course at “Paz Mundial” Primary School decide to organize an envi-
ronmental care campaign, provide information to participating girls and 

“The spaces for giving 
opinions are created by 
teachers because they 
organize everything. We are 
small and they guide us.”

Secondary school student, 
Norandina Province
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boys, involve them in reforestation activities, recycling of materials and 
inform them of the results achieved.

Level 5. Consulted and informed

Although adults design and direct a project, they consult and inform chil-
dren and young people so that they understand the process and take 
their proposals into consideration. For example, in one diocese with a 
presence among indigenous peoples, the adults decide to reformulate 
their youth ministry, as they have 
detected that indigenous youth 
are increasingly apathetic and 
absent from the local church. 
The pastoral agents prepare a 
consultation to understand how 
young people perceive their 
participation in the church, what 
problems they identify and pro-
posals for change. They use surveys, interviews, and focus groups with 
young people from various indigenous communities and, based on this 
participatory diagnosis, they propose a process of pastoral transforma-
tion that will be implemented with the opinions expressed by the young 
participants. 

Level 6. Initiated by adults, decisions shared    
with children and young people

Adults initiate the process but make decisions together with the chil-
dren and young people on equal terms, providing them with the nec-
essary information so that they can construct their own opinions. For 
example, in Montaigne High School, the educational authorities have 
decided to redesign the large outdoor play areas under a participatory 
scheme; they provide information to the students about the available 
budget and the time frame for the restructuring of the areas. They have 

“I think that the best thing 
would be to combine the 
life experiences of adults 
with the innovations of 
young to create better 
participation.”

Adolescent - Brazil
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organized teams of students, each accompanied by a teacher; each 
team has made its own design; the teams presented their proposals in 
plenary and adjusted them into a single agreed proposal. The authori-
ties began the remodelling work, the student teams monitored that the 
remodelling was carried out as agreed, and after three months of work, 
the school handed over to the students remodelled soccer, basketball, 
and volleyball courts with a photographic memory of the process.

Level 7. Initiated and directed by children and adolescents

The initiative for the project comes from the children themselves, who 
carry the process forward, and adults only participate if the children 
ask for their support. For example, a group of teenage friends in a poor 
neighbourhood decide to form a football team and participate in the lo-
cal league. For their training sessions, they decide to practice in an old 
football pitch which was aban-
doned in the community park. 
They carry out work to renovate 
the pitch, and with a modest 
economic resource which they 
obtained with their families, they 
paint the lines of the pitch, install 
nets in the goals and manage 
to leave the pitch in good con-
dition for their weekly training 
sessions.

Level 8. Initiated by children or young people and shared with adults

Participation is not about children and young people doing everything 
‘on their own’. Genuine participation is when they devise, lead, and man-
age the initiative. However, they choose to collaborate with adults be-
cause they believe that participation should involve all possible views. 
For example, Montaigne University is in a marginalized urban area and 

“We should always 
participate and encourage 
others to do the same. 
We can always improve 
and so can the school, but 
today it has many valuable 
spaces for participation.”

Isabela, 12 - Brazil
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has a youth social action group that carries out an annual campaign to 
address various problems that arise in the neighbourhood. 

During the COVID19 health contingency lockdown, they realized that 
there might be teenage girls, confined to their homes, could be vic-
tims of violence or suffer from depression. They organized a call centre 
where those who had any difficulties could call and asked their teach-
ers for support to arrange with the health authorities for six psychology 
professionals to provide a telephone service to those who requested 
help. In two months, they were able to provide psychological support 
to 30 adolescents and young people who were victims of violence or 
who needed support to overcome stressful situations. They presented 
their report to the school and health authorities who were very satisfied 
with the results achieved and decided to grant the support of 4 more 
psychologists to expand the service.
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69Participation facilitators are people whose main task is to enhance 
the participation of children and young people. They accompany 
them, provide them with technical and methodological tools, en-

courage collaborative attitudes, and are capable of developing content 
through games and playful activities. They are experts in actively listen-
ing to each participant.

The agents who systematize 
participation are the people who 
document the experiences of 
child and youth participation for 
ongoing analysis and follow-up. 
They draw up records of the ac-
tivities in which they report the 
place, date, objectives, themes, 
profiles of the participants, 
description of the activities carried out and the agreements reached, 
evaluation of the participants, as well as evidence of the activity (photo-
graphs, videos, audios).

“I am giving my opinion. 
I’m speaking on Zoom 
and the others are my 
classmates.”

Ana Gabriela,
primary school student, 

Province of Mexico Occidental 
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5.1. METHODOLOGICAL PROPOSALS
Although there is a diversity of methodologies to promote the participation 
of children and young people, we refer to some that can be useful for the 
exercises that could be undertaken or consolidated in Marist works, such 
as the classroom, youth ministry groups, and school leader groups. With 
some adjustments, many of these tools can be implemented on Internet 
platforms to substitute for face-to-face work given the circumstances im-
posed by the new normal generated by the COVID-19 pandemic.

5.1.1. THE “CHILD TO CHILD” METHODOLOGY
This methodology was one of the pioneering methodologies in promot-
ing child participation, taking up the postulates of popular education and 
the children’s rights approach. Developed in the 1990s in rural commu-
nities in Nicaragua, its intuitions are still valid, as they sought to boost 
child and youth participation in favour of the communities by using an 
Action-Research methodology. Through this methodology, participants 
carry out actions to intervene in a favourable way in their community.

The original steps of the methodology were “recognize, study, act 
and evaluate” (Darce Solís and Sandoval Urbina, 2000), and in various 
contexts in which it has been applied, some additional steps such as 
“dream” and “plan”, have been incorporated which is why it is consid-
ered a flexible methodology.

These steps are used to accom-
pany and support the initiatives 
which children, adolescents and 
young people wish to promote 
in their communities to improve 
their living conditions.  They can 
become agents of change and 
transformation.

“Being able to participate 
and be heard is very 
important since it makes 
the youth like me feel that 
we are also part of the 
community.”

Young person
East Asia Province
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The actions that are developed are guided by the problem that is cho-
sen as a priority and the proposals for its solution, respecting the forms 
of organization of children and adolescents, and framing all actions in 
the rights of children and youth.

Below are some aspects to consider in each of the steps or stages of 
the methodology.

a) Recognize

At this stage, the child or youth group is integrated. The context of life 
in which we want to intervene and the problems that violate their rights 
are recognized. Very dynamic and integrative activities are suggested 
to generate group cohesion, motivate the participants, and maintain 
their interest.

b) Study/plan

Children prioritize a problem that is important to them and identify the 
right(s) that are violated because of this problem.

Causes and effects, related factors, and possible solutions are identi-
fied. An intervention goal is set with a well-defined objective in terms of 
a viable solution consistent with the rights of children and youth. Strat-
egies are defined to achieve the objective or solution proposed by the 
group. The group is supported so that their ideas are channelled into 
concrete actions organized in a plan of action in which tasks, materials, 
times, and people in charge are defined.

Playful and creative activities are suggested to motivate the transfor-
mation of reality, as well as decision making.

c) Act

The action plan designed in the previous stage is executed. If the execu-
tion of any task is not feasible, alternatives should be sought to achieve 
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the objective, avoiding the group to fall into frustration.

Group work and participation should be encouraged according to the 
abilities of each member of the group. It is suggested that the activities 
to be developed should be as attractive as possible for the whole group. 
Some specific activities are suggested at the end of this guide.

d) Evaluate

The achievement of the objective, the learning achieved in the project 
and the aspects to be strengthened are analysed. The evaluation stage 
is important because it will allow us to know if we reached the expected 
results and what we can modify for the next intervention. Once a proj-
ect, activity or intervention is completed, it is suggested that children 
and young people present the results of their intervention/activity to 
their community and families.

The development of these projects requires the formation of groups of 
children and young people, who usually go through three stages: 

1. Emergence and strengthening: they are motivated to organize and 
form the group; 

2. Consolidation: the participants develop skills to develop projects, 
organize community actions and disseminate their knowledge; and 

3. Independence: the teams can develop their own action plans auton-
omously, achieving the ultimate goal of the methodology, an action 
among peers.

5.1.2. DIDACTIC SEQUENCES

Even if it is not a school, Marist works, social centres, hostels and mis-
sions are mainly educational and evangelizing spaces. In this sense, the 
didactic sequences are relevant for any Marist space that is framed in 
a planning. They transcend the space of the classroom because they 
constitute a way of organizing those activities in which it is intended to 
develop a climate of learning.
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The didactic sequence contains aspects such as the thematic unit, 
contents to be dealt with, duration and number of sessions, purpose 
and objectives of an activity, the problem, case, or project on which the 
participatory exercise will be developed, the opening, development and 
closing activities of a session, and the general guidelines for the evalu-
ation of the process.

The core of the didactic sequence is found in the opening, development 
and closing activities. Opening activities allow learning to begin with a 
collective discussion of a problem in small groups based on the infor-
mation already possessed by the children and adolescents. The aim of 
this opening activity is to encourage children to take ownership of the 
space, as well as to place their own perspective on a topic. The games 
and integration techniques stimulate their interest and appropriation of 
both the space and the collective work.

The purpose of development activities is for children and young people 
to interact with new information on a topic and to anchor it in their closest 
contextual reference so that they can give meaning to their participation. 
This may be through the presentation of a topic, an informed discussion, 
a reading, a video, a documentary, or by posing questions referring to the 
participation exercise. During the development of the exercise, it is ad-
visable to use techniques that encourage individual or collective analysis 
and reflection, allowing for dialogue and consensus of ideas.

Finally, closing activities allow for the integration of the activities carried 
out and help children internalize the process developed, the products 
achieved, and the results attained. They enable the counsellor to anal-
yse the goals achieved, as well as the deficiencies and difficulties en-
countered along the way.

In this way, the didactic sequence is oriented so that each situation or 
experience of participation is a process based on interactive, participa-
tory, and practical didactics to encourage both personal reflection and 
collective construction. This places them as builders of knowledge and 
actors of change in their own reality.

The following is a proposed format for a didactic sequence.
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DIDACTIC SEQUENCE

Name of the Marist Work Name of facilitator, teacher, 
guardian

General topic Specific topics

Aims, purposes or objectives Content to work on

Number of sessions Duration of each session

Type of Knowledge to be Developed

Knowledge Skills Attitudes and 
Values

Didactic sequence

Opening Development Closing

Expected learning:

Evidence for assessment
(Preferably a portfolio

of evidence)

Resources (Bibliography, 
Newspapers, digital,

interactive, etc.)

Source: Participating Is Also a Child’s Thing. Didactic Guide for Teachers.UNICEF, 
Save the Children.
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5.1.3. DIALOGUE CIRCLES 

As the name implies, dialogue circles seek to build capacities for dia-
logue between children and young people or between children and 
adults, for example, between teachers and students. There are different 
types of dialogue circles, and each has its own specific objective. In this 
section we will refer to two of them:

a) Peace Circles

Peace circles seek to build capacity to manage conflict appropriately. 
Ultimately, they would give institutions the tools to build sustainable 
peace in the classroom, school, or Marist social work.

This proposal is based on the word view of the indigenous people of 
various countries, who believed that when a community is in conflict, 
one part of it is in conflict too. For example, in a classroom there was 
an incident of discrimination against one of its members. Peace circles 
will help us to talk about what happened from a restorative approach, to 
make the offender understand the harm he has caused to other mem-
bers of the community and finally to reintegrate those who have suf-
fered aggression or have executed it. The purpose will be on the one 
hand to repair the damage caused, but also to improve interpersonal 
relationships in the group so that they do not happen again.

b) Community-building Circles

This type of dialogue circle aims to help a new or newly formed group 
develop a climate of recognition, respect and companionship that lays 
the foundation for building a sense of belonging.

Much research has shown that when children and adolescents develop 
a sense of belonging to the group, they are unlikely to harm the group or 
community, so levels of conflict tend to be low.

The topics of this type of circle are usually light and varied, unlike when 
there has been an aggression, and it must be talked about (peace cir-
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cle). This type of circle can deal with topics of interest, places they have 
known, holidays, favourite music, or food, etc.

Some examples of questions are:

•	 If you were given the choice of a place to live, which one would you 
choose and why?

•	 What would you like to study and why?
•	 What would you like this group you are now a part of to be like? What 

would be a compromise   you would propose for the group?

Both peace circles and community-building circles can follow a set of 
basic steps or be adapted to the needs of each group. The following are 
some of them:

1. The adult can carry out the facilitation of the circle, and as the chil-
dren develop moderation skills, the roles can be swapped.

2. Establish an object that “gives the voice”, it can be a ball or a doll. 
This object will be important because it will give voice. Everyone can 
ask for it.

3. Whoever facilitates the circle will explain what the activity will consist 
of. He/she will also explain the rules of coexistence:  respect for opin-
ions, honesty, confidentiality (what is talked about in the circle stays 
in the circle), and so on.

4. Once the circle question is posed one person answers and passes 
the object to the person who asked for the floor.

5. The facilitator can ask questions to elaborate on the answers, ask for 
examples, contrast opinions, ask for a different opinion, seek com-
mon ground between answers, clarify positions, encourage partici-
pation, ask for respect if someone makes fun of another, remind the 
group of the rules of the game as much as necessary, and so on.

6. After a considerable time, and when all those who requested the 
floor have been given the opportunity to speak, (remember that par-
ticipation is voluntary), the conversation can be ended.

In the peace circles, some follow-up actions or agreements can be es-
tablished at the group level to repair the damage and prevent the situ-
ation from happening again. It should be established who will oversee 
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monitoring compliance with the established agreements.

At the end of the dialogue circles, you can ask children and young peo-
ple how they felt, what they liked best, what they didn’t like, and what 
they would do differently.

5.1.4. PHILOSOPHIZING WITH CHILDREN

Philosophy for Children (P4C) is an educational project that was born in 
the United States at the end of the 1960s. Its creator, Mathew Lipman, 
conceived it as a methodological proposal to help children and adoles-
cents think for themselves. The methodology is based on the use of the 
novels created by Mathew Lipman, and the class exercises are based 
on the guides that accompany each novel. P4C is based on the creation 
of spaces for discussion and debate that are based on solidarity and 
collective construction; these are called communities of inquiry. 

In these communities, led by a facilitator trained as a P4C teacher, cre-
ative thinking is stimulated, and complex thinking is developed. The 
P4C (philosophy for children) proposal requires specific preparation 
of teachers so that they acquire the necessary skills to develop critical 
and creative thinking based on 
philosophical tools. 

Some of the skills that are 
achieved are the development 
of analogical, conditional, or hy-
pothetical reasoning, the ability 
to give reasons for our opin-
ions, the ability to avoid gener-
alizations, to anticipate conse-
quences, propose solutions to 
problems, identify logical rela-
tionships, generate criteria be-
fore making value judgments, 
and build philosophical answers.

“Well, on controversial 
issues, like abortion, all 
the teachers have their 
points of view and on 
some occasions, it has 
been contrary. They try 
to explain their point of 
view and there is always 
a space for conversation 
and for everyone to 
express themselves in a 
pretty good way.”

Ivana, teenage student,
Province of México Occidental
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In addition to the use of novels, the methodology lends itself to the use 
of different techniques and allows the discussion of any topic or even 
dilemmas such as death, identity, gender, veganism, climate change, 
and so on. Its value in terms of participation lies in the fact that it gener-
ates a dialogue based on questions and answers that encourages ac-
tive listening, ‘asking for the floor’, formulating arguments, and creative 
thinking. 

His proposal is illustrated with an example of reading and philosophical 
exercises:

Excerpt from the novel “Lisa” (Chapter 1, episode 1)

After lunch, Lisa went outside. She had not yet reached the sidewalk 
when Mr. Jimenez came walking his dog, controlling it with a leash. Mr. 
Jimenez was new to the neighbourhood; in fact, Lisa didn’t even know 
him. When he and his dog arrived in front of Lisa’s house, the dog saw a 
squirrel near a tree and ran after it. Mr. Jimenez pulled on the leash and 
the dog fell with his paws spread wide. Then he got up again, growling 
and struggling to run after the squirrel, which disappeared behind the 
tree. Mr. Jimenez began to walk, but the dog remained still.

The more he pulled and tugged at the leash, the more the dog resisted. 
The man called to his dog, yelled at him, but the dog didn’t move. Finally, 
he picked up a small stick from a nearby bush and began to hit him. The 
dog crouched motionless, taking the blows. Lisa looked at the two of 
them with horror. She couldn’t even scream. Suddenly, she jumped up 
and tried to grab the stick. “Stop doing that!” She told him angrily.

Exercise: Empathy towards others

Discussion Plan 1: How do you think people feel in the following situa-
tions?

•	 Do you think the dog in our story feels when his owner scolds him? 
What do you think he feels?

•	 Do you think Mr. Jimenez has the right to treat his pet like this?
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Other related questions:

•	 Yesterday you got scolded for something you didn’t do. You were very 
upset. Today you saw Jaime get scolded for something he didn’t do. 
How do you think he feels?

•	 All your classmates are excited to go to your birthday party. Carlos, 
who you didn’t invite, overhears them at recess. How do you think he 
feels?

•	 When your bike was stolen you felt very angry and sad. While walking 
home from school you meet Mayra, who is your best friend, and you 
find out that her bike was stolen. How do you think Mayra feels?

Discussion Plan 2: Should we respect animals? Why?

•	 Supposing you have an animal at home, would we have the right to 
starve it, even if we have plenty of food to give it? Why do you think 
that?

•	 Do people have the right to eat animals? Why do you think that?
•	 If adults and children have duties towards animals, does that mean 

that animals have rights?

5.1.5. COLLABORATIVE LEARNING MODEL (CLM)

The Collaborative Learning Model (CLM) is a methodology focused on 
girls and boys, working in small groups or committees, and on the con-
tribution to learning that can be made among peers. This model has the 
purpose of placing students with 
talents in other fields (not only in 
academics) and from there sup-
port a model of mutual help.

Within this work methodolo-
gy, the participation of children 
and adolescents is encouraged 
through the support they give 
each other. Although this pro-

“We don’t want to just 
sit and listen; we want 
discussions where we can 
express our opinion. We 
want to do activities in 
a didactic way with our 
participation.”

Adolescent, Brazil
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posal does not intend to place the responsibility for learning on chil-
dren, nor to make it clear who excels and who does not, the benefits of 
this method are to be found in generating an atmosphere of mutual sup-
port and the creation of an atmosphere of belonging and achievement 
in which everyone has a place.

In the collaborative work methodology, the action of explaining to oth-
ers how to solve a problem or teaching from one’s own knowledge is a 
didactic way of fostering safety in children and thus developing (repre-
sentation) in their actions for a common good within the group.

Other possibilities that exist with this method are the recognition of di-
versity, the improvement of interpersonal relationships, the avoidance 
of focusing solely on one’s own learning, as well as the feeling of cel-
ebration when the group is recognized for its individual and collective 
achievements.

The principles of collaborative learning are individual responsibility, 
positive interdependence, face-to-face interaction, teamwork, and 
group process. Adults should generate educational proposals that al-
low them to synchronize and give structure to these principles beyond 
developing them in an isolated activity.

A variant of this model focuses more on the group and less on a student 
leader. Groups are formed based on the needs of children and youth; 
they can be formed to structure activities ranging from a few minutes to 
an entire session or to a full academic cycle.

To ensure adequate, active, and equitable participation, children and 
young people should play roles within the groups in which they partic-
ipate. These should be constantly rotated and combined so that the 
more advanced participants do not always have to play the leadership 
and supervisory roles. Some of these roles are:

•	 The Facilitator: Ensures that all participants understand the topic 
and objectives.

•	 The Devil’s Advocate: Asks questions and seeks to offer alternatives 
to what others are raising.
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•	 The Motivator: He/she takes care of the good atmosphere in the 
group and praises the participants for their work and collaboration 
in the process.

•	 The Observer: Monitors group behaviours and makes observations 
about them.

•	 The Secretary: Takes notes when the group meets and provides 
feedback to the group.

•	 The Timekeeper: Ensures that the group works within the estab-
lished time standards.

The advantage for child and youth participation in this variant lies in the 
fact that the responsibility is shared by several people which makes it 
possible to bring into play skills and competencies to solve problems 
together or to carry out a task. Interpersonal skills, communication, 
trust in the group, collective decision-making, and conflict resolution 
are the characteristics that allow us to understand the leading role of 
children and young people in collective work.

The role of adults in either variant is that of guide in the teaching-learn-
ing process and co- investigator in the knowledge construction pro-
cess. To shape this role, adults should approach groups, be observers 
and make suggestions when appropriate. In short, they should mentor, 
motivate and give appropriate feedback to their students.

5.1.6. SERVICE-LEARNING (SL): EDUCATING IN CITIZENSHIP

The concept of citizenship, in which the State grants rights and respon-
sibilities, is outdated because many groups, such as migrants, indige-
nous peoples and communities, and children and adolescents them-
selves, have been excluded from this understanding. Currently, there 
is a struggle for a concept of citizenship that recognizes an active and 
proactive position for all people, influencing public affairs that affect 
them and are of interest to them and exercising their political and social 
rights, thus strengthening the democratic system.

Participation is taught and learned and is an important element in the 
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training for active democratic 
citizenship which must be pro-
vided in all educational environ-
ments. The Service-Learning 
methodology (SL) seeks to de-
velop in children and adoles-
cents the value of communi-
ty service and its link with the 
learning contents needed for 
active citizenship.

Tapia (2010) considers that Ser-
vice Learning (SL) is a set of spe-
cific experiences or programs 
developed by a group of chil-
dren or young people by which 
they intervene in social issues 
through a structured and inten-
tional project, combining two 
fundamental elements: learning 
and community service.

SL projects are developed through 5 phases.

a) Motivation phase

Developing activities of bonding and group knowledge through dynam-
ics that at the same time raise awareness about the importance of child 
and youth participation as well as the importance of service.

b) Diagnostic phase

Identifying and discussing aspects of interest in the life of the commu-
nity such as needs, problems and challenges that arise in it, for example, 
through various techniques such as social mapping. Of all the problems 
identified at the community level, a specific aspect is selected that can 

“We carried out an 
activity called ‘serve and 
smile’ in which we went 
and collaborated with our 
society, and we did acts 
of service. For example, 
we put out garbage cans, 
we took food to some of 
the neediest houses, we 
made lunches to take 
to the hospitals, to the 
children’s homes, to the 
schools. We brought them 
to the hospitals for those 
who were waiting for news 
of about their families.”

Karen, teenage student,
Province of México Occidental
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be addressed. In other words, an aspect of reality with a feasible re-
sponse or impact is selected. 

c) Design and planning phase

Taking into consideration the chosen issue on how the intervention 
project is designed, its objectives of solidarity, service, and learning; 
deciding on the activities to be carried out, the people to be involved, 
the places where the project will be developed, the resources and time 
in which it will be carried out, and the responsibilities of the people in-
volved--- each needs to be considered. In the case of those projects 
that are developed in the school environment, this is the moment to link 
the activities to be implemented with the pertinent curricular content; or 
in other areas such as those of the pastoral care of children and youth, 
at this moment they will be linked with their pastoral care programs.

d) Execution phase

The project is implemented and managed; the learning contents are 
developed, and at the same time, the activities are carried out and the 
experiences of the participants are recorded with tools such as the field 
diary or the activity log.

e) Closing and evaluation

Evaluating both the scope of the objectives and the ideas, degrees and 
forms of child and youth participation are recorded and noted. The in-
formation obtained from the participant observation, the field diary, the 
activity log and the evaluation rubric are systematized.

The realization of a closing activity with a playful character will allow the 
participants to re-think/re-examine the lived experiences, the acquired 
learning and to be ready for a new project or cycle of intervention.

The SL methodology (service learning) methodology enables children 
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and young people to learn active 
citizenship through meaning-
ful service experiences in their 
community environment, ad-
dressing specific problems that 
are of interest to them.

The projects designed, imple-
mented, and evaluated from children and young people thus become a 
powerful didactic tool for participation and influence in public life; that 
is, they become the best school of active citizenship, making possible 
one of the principles of popular education: women and men educated 
together in the transformation of our social reality.

5.1.7. GROUP ASSEMBLIES

Group assemblies are an effective means of promoting child and youth 
participation, as they are spaces for dialogue in which the problems, 
needs, interests and conflicts experienced by children and young peo-
ple in various educational settings, such as schools, pastoral, sports, 
and cultural groups, among others, are analysed, and through which 
routes for solutions or collective transformation are proposed.

The French pedagogue Celestin Freinet introduced group assemblies 
as part of modern school techniques. He conceived them as a period-
ic group meeting to strengthen the role of each member of the school 
community, generate the ability to reach agreements, and fulfil com-
mitments and responsibilities to the community. It promotes the dem-
ocratic values of dialogue, listening, autonomy and cooperation, which 
are fundamental for a productive social life.

More recently, group assemblies have been echoed in restorative jus-
tice practices (such as the peace circles described above), understood 
as community mechanisms to recognize and repair the damage caused 
by problematic processes such as human rights violations and criminal 
acts, and to generate conditions for the peaceful resolution of conflicts. 

“We can have evaluations 
in the form of a debate. 
There will be much more 
learning.”

Teenager - Brazil
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The community thus becomes a space for reconciliation and forgive-
ness, generating agreement and promoting civic values that favour 
each one of the members, promoting the common good.

In summary, and in accordance with the purposes of this guide, the group 
assembly will be understood as a safe space for dialogue between chil-
dren and young people, which periodically and with the accompaniment 
of educators, promotes participation, a sense of belonging, the peace-
ful resolution of conflicts and the development of collective actions for 
solutions.

The most important characteristics of the group assembly are:

•	 Timing: It is suggested that group assemblies be weekly or fortnight-
ly and with a maximum duration of 50 minutes.

•	 Space: It is suggested that the place where they take place should 
allow for optimal participation, allowing participants to sit in a circle.

•	 Minimum rules of space functionality and respect among partici-
pants: Ask for the floor, listen to whoever is speaking, focus on the 
topic of discussion and not on issues related to people, propose 
agreements and solutions, respect the agreements made, and fulfil 
commitments.

In the specific case of assemblies with children and young people, it is 
suggested to encourage their development through playful dynamics 
that maintain interest and facilitate expression, particularly for those 
who have more difficulties in expressing their opinions.

To ensure the smooth running of the group assembly, it is suggested 
that the following roles (or other similar roles) be played by the children, 
adolescents, or young participants on a rotating basis:

•	 Coordinator: Moderates the 
assembly, gives the floor, 
presents the topic to be dis-
cussed, promotes the pro-
posal of solutions, encourag-
es group participation.

“To participate is not 
to be silent. One of the 
things we can do is to do 
surveys and vote.”
A young girl, primary school student

Province of México Occidental
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•	 Secretary: Writes a report of the issues discussed and agreement 
reached.

•	 Timekeeper: Distributes the time of the assembly among the topics 
to be discussed. A maximum time should be established for each 
person’s intervention, so that everyone can participate. The time-
keeper will let everyone know when the time is up.

•	 Rule monitor: Promotes respect for agreed rules and points out 
when someone is not following them.

Regarding the topics to be discussed, it is suggested that children and 
young people participating in the assembly can raise the concerns, 
needs, and conflicts that are relevant to their reality. In general, it is sug-
gested that the topics be approached from three perspectives: recog-
nition and gratitude for the progress achieved; proposals to solve prob-
lems or satisfy needs; complaints to verbalize the conflicts or problems 
that arise in a respectful and effective way.

Finally, it is important to reflect on the role that educators play in the 
assembly, as promoters of listening, dialogue, consensus, respect for 
rules and the search for solutions.  The educator should:

•	 Be a member of the assembly, giving up control without losing re-
spect and authority.

Handle his/her opinion with caution and always encourage the search 
for agreements. 

•	 Take emotional care of children and young people, particularly those 
who are shy and not comfortable in participating. Ensure that re-
spect always prevails.

•	 Have the agreement booklets available and encourage the group to 
comply with them.

The series of methodologies presented in this section are only a guide 
for educators, accompaniers, counsellors, facilitators, tutors, volun-
teers, pastoral workers, and any Marist agent who works directly with 
children, adolescents, and young people. Undoubtedly, many of our 
readers already apply these methodologies or have even improved 
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upon them. Therefore, in no way 
do we believe that participation 
is exhausted in proposing ac-
tivities and methodologies, as 
participation is in fact a much 
broader process and we know 
that these proposals we have in-
cluded can be expanded, ques-
tioned, tested, and improved. 
Everything will depend on the context that each of our readers has in 
front of them and how useful, or not, these methodologies can be to 
respond to their specific needs.

5.2. A TOOLBOX OF IDEAS
The techniques and tools for facilitating the development of child par-
ticipation experiences can be as diverse as the creativity of the facili-
tating agents and the proposals of the children themselves. What is im-
portant is that they are adapted to their cultural contexts, that they are 
coherent with the objectives pursued, that they are flexible to respond 
to the unforeseen events which are always present in educational envi-
ronments, and that they are adapted to the characteristics of the partic-
ipants.  Some tools which could be helpful are: 

•	 Exploration of graffiti.
•	 Design of traditional playgrounds with educational content.
•	 Festivals of artistic and recreational activities in public spaces.
•	 Environmental action days in the communities.
•	 Presentation of socio-dramas and plays adapted to current issues.
•	 Exploration of stories and comics which capture aspects of their dai-

ly life, the problems they face and the proposed solutions.
•	 Organization of parties and carnivals with a social cause.

“Sometimes I wanted 
to be able to give my 
opinion during class, but 
I regretted it because I 
was afraid my classmates 
would laugh.”

Student, Province of
Santa Maria de los Andes
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•	 Intervention in cultural spaces to disseminate the rights of children 
and young people.

•	 Development of calendars highlighting significant events for chil-
dren’s and young people’s rights.

•	 Intervention from the perspective of children’s and young people’s 
rights on significant holidays for the community.

•	 Debate film or documentaries with children’s and young people’s 
themes.

•	 Design and implementation of campaigns on various topics of inter-
est, such as animal care or play.

•	 Explore the use of broadcasting of radio programs.
•	 Explore and discuss newspapers and online newsletters.
•	 Surveys.
•	 Conversations and discussions around field diaries based on specif-

ic projects in which children and young people participate as educa-
tional agents.

With different rhythms and modalities, our Marist works are on the way 
to consolidating the participative processes for children and young 
people, and the testimonies that are found in different contexts are in-
spiring because they are inserted in the very heart of the Marist charism. 
The charism invites us to go out to meet children and young people, to 
listen to them, to know their needs and together with them to undertake 
educational and evangelizing processes.

Recognizing children and young people as individuals imbued with 
rights and duties and protagonists in all matters which affect them nec-
essarily leads us to question whether family, school, community, church 
and other structures and practices provide effective opportunities for 
their participation in decision-making.

In closing, it might be helpful to re-state some recommendations that 
will assist our Marist works in their efforts to develop and strengthen 
their participative processes. 

Diagnosing: Diagnose the areas of child and youth participation under the 
guidelines offered in this guide, identifying areas of opportunity for deci-
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sion- making at local, regional, or 
provincial level. Open new areas 
of participation and link them with 
other organizations and networks 
which promote child and youth 
representation in terms of human 
rights. (In the Spanish text is a different point)

1. Training of Marist educators: To make as the focus the rights of chil-
dren and young people in our Marist works and to strengthen the 
participation of children in young people in all areas of their lives, a 
systematic and permanent training and formation of educators and 
evangelizers is needed.

2. More horizontal norms of coexistence: In school, ecclesial or oth-
er institutions, there are generally underlying norms of coexistence 
which, if they are established under participatory mechanisms, rep-
resent an extraordinary opportunity for dialogue and permanent 
agreement between the educational agents /evangelizers and the 
children and young people entrusted to our care.

3. Participatory curricular proposals: The educational and evange-
lizing processes involve the development of specific learning con-
tents, and it is suggested to favour participatory methodologies and 
techniques such as those proposed in this guide or others which, 
according to the level of development and abilities of children and 
young people, encourage their participation.

4. Strengthen the participation of families and educators: Adults can 
only teach child and youth participation if they themselves live, 
work, and act in a participatory manner, in which dialogue, respect, 
democracy and equality are 
privileged. Our Marist works 
have the challenge of con-
tinuing to widen the spaces 
of participation for their own 
educational and evangelizing 
agents.

“What adults always say: 
“that’s the way the rules 
are.”

Aranza, adolescent student.
México Occidental

“I don’t like to give my 
opinion very much; the 
few times I give it I’m 
always satisfied with the 
behavior of my teachers.”

Adolescent girl, 13-15 years old, 
Province of Central Mexico
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5.3. MONITORING AND EVALUATION OF PARTICIPATORY PRACTICES
Within the processes that support child and youth participation are the 
efforts to monitor, evaluate progress and follow up on the activities that 
make up our entire institutional framework under which we develop the 
participation processes.

Using mechanisms to evaluate child and youth participation will enable 
us to identify the strengths and weaknesses of our work; it will also help 
us to know which practices are useful and meaningful or which repre-
sent a mere simulation of participation.

If we want our participation projects in Marist schools and works to be 
sustained over time, or better still, to be improved, monitoring and eval-
uation of the results of participation must be a fundamental part of our 
institutional practices.

Below, we include an outline of concepts that will allow us to better un-
derstand the aspects that make up a monitoring and evaluation pro-
cess.

Monitoring INDICATORS Activities Products Results Evaluation

Systematic and 
continuous 
assessment of 
the progress 
of a job over a 
given period

Facts that 
constitute 
an objective 
measure to 
assess the stat 
or condition 
of something, 
e.g., number of 
workshops for 
children or 
their rights.

Core elements 
of a project they 
are designed 
to achieve the 
objectives, e.g., 
campaigns, peer 
mentoring, etc.

Activities that 
are undertaken 
to meet certain 
objectives; 
they do not 
in themselves 
constitute 
results, e.g., 
creation of 
a children’s 
parliament; 
this does 
not indicate 

achievement.

Changes that 
were expected 
in the medium 
and long 
term, e.g., if 
young people 
were able to 
challenge 
practices 
that violate 
their rights, 
there was a 
result. Ask 
the following 
questions: to 
what extend 
did things 
change? Were 
these changes 
positive?

Analysis of 
the program 
at a specific 
point in time; 
its basis is the 
information 
collected 
throughout 
the monitoring 
process. 
Compares 
the actual 
results of the 
project against 
the stated 
objectives.

* Prepared by author based on Save the Children, 2014
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It is important to remember that monitoring and evaluating is not syn-
onymous with grading or examining the performance of something; on 
the contrary, both monitoring and evaluating processes will allow us to 
determine how effective we are and how we can do even better.

In the second part of this guide, we discussed the characteristics which 
participatory processes should have: they should be transparent and 
informative, voluntary for children, respectful of their socio- economic 
context, relevant and adapted to their age, inclusive, formative for those 
who facilitate, risk safe, and accountable. It is important that the moni-
toring and evaluation of our practices determines how well these char-
acteristics and/or requirements are being met.

The following rubric presents benchmark indicators that will help us 
identify the extent to which our activities meet the basic characteristics 
or requirements for a meaningful participation.

Rubric for monitoring and evaluating Marist participatory processes

Requirements 
for child 
and youth 
participation

Guiding Questions It has 
not been 
considered

Not 
reflected 
in practice

Efforts 
have been 
made, but 
systematic 
procedures 
are not yet in 
place

Staff 
understand, 
comply 
with, and 
monitor the 
requirement

Explain in 
what way

Explain in 
what way

Explain in 
what way

Explain in 
what way

Transparent 
and 
informative

Do children and 
young people have 
information about 
the program to 
make an informed 
decision about 
whether and 
how they want to 
participate?

Has the extent of 
their participation 
in decision-making 
been explained to 
them?

Do they understand 
each other’s 
roles and 
responsibilities?
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Volunteers Is participation 
voluntary from the 
beginning?

Can children and 
young people 
withdraw at any 
time they wish?

Are they not judged 
or scolded for 
not wanting to 
participate?

Respectful of 
the context

Do staff understand 
and respect the 
socio- cultural 
context of each 
child and act 
accordingly?

Are children 
and youth able 
to express their 
opinions freely and 
are they treated 
with respect?

Do staff encourage 
everyone involved 
to always respect 
each other?

Relevant Do the issues 
that have been 
addressed build on 
the knowledge that 
children and young 
people already 
have?

Do they focus on 
the issues that are 
relevant to their 
lives?

Are they returning 
to their local 
customs?
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Suitable Were the 
approaches 
and methods of 
participation 
adapted to the ages 
and abilities of the 
children and youth?

Have sufficient 
time and resources 
been allocated 
for quality 
participation?

Are the meeting 
places accessible 
to children and 
youth? (e.g., do 
they prevent them 
from walking many 
hours to get to the 
meeting point?) 

Inclusive Do participation 
initiatives reverse 
patterns of 
discrimination?

Do they involve 
marginalized 
children and young 
people or the 
youngest?

Are participation 
practices flexible 
and responsive 
to the needs and 
situations of 
diverse groups 
of children and 
young people? (For 
example, children 
with disabilities, 
LGBTI+, etc.)
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Training of 
facilitators

Do staff show 
sensitivity towards 
the right to 
participation of 
children and youth?

Have staff been 
trained on an 
ongoing basis 
to equip them 
with tools on 
how to carry out 
participatory 
practices?

After training, 
do staff have 
the capacity 
to facilitate 
meaningful child 
participation?

Do staff treat 
each other with 
honesty and mutual 
respect?

Safe from 
risks

Are children and 
youth made aware 
of their right to be 
free from abuse? 

Do they know where 
to go for help if 
they need it?

Have the risks and 
ways to protect the 
safety of children 
and young people 
in participation 
processes been 
identified?

Are protection 
protocols in place 
in the institution?

E.g.: against 
gender violence or 
bullying. 

Is confidential 
information always 
kept secure?

Is care taken in 
the use of images 
of children and 
adolescents, and 
are they and their 
guardians asked for 
their consent?
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Responsible Are children and 
young people given 
back information 
about the process?

Are children and 
youth supported 
to participate 
in monitoring 
and evaluation 
processes?

Do children and 
young people 
receive feedback on 
the results of their 
participation and 
next steps?

Are they consulted 
about their level 
of satisfaction with 
the project?

Do staff take the 
feedback given to 
them by children 
and young people 
seriously?

* Prepared by author based on Save the Children, 2014

As we have stressed throughout this guide, it is important that children 
and young people are part of the monitoring and evaluation of partici-
pation processes, and they can do this in many ways: by drawing pic-
tures, working in pairs or small 
groups, making a dialogue cir-
cle, putting up a suggestion box 
to receive their views, setting up 
evaluation commissions, and so 
on. Before monitoring and eval-
uating participation, however, it 
will be necessary to:

•	 Encourage them to evaluate 
their participation in Marist 
schools and social works.

“The importance of 
you being heard is that 
your opinion, and that 
of several other people, 
is considered in the 
discussion, and at
the end of this discussion, 
we have a more favourable 
consensus for everyone.”

Lucas, 11 years old, Brazil
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•	 Avoid choosing those who are most talented or eloquent.
•	 Include younger children, as well as those living with disabilities.
•	 Indicate that not everyone has to evaluate everything, nor does it 

have to be evaluated all the time.
•	 Share that their opinions can be complemented by those of adults.
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Thirty years after the approval of the Convention on the Rights of 
the Child, the Marists find themselves before an extraordinary 
opportunity to reaffirm their commitment to the rights of children 

and young people because their educational and evangelizing mission 
can only be carried out by safeguarding the human dignity of those to 
whom it is addressed.

This commitment must be translated into concrete actions in the pro-
motion and defense of the rights of the children and young people who 
participate in the educational and evangelizing activities of the Marist 
works and, in a particular way, among those who face the greatest ob-
stacles in exercising their human rights.

Participation is a fundamental right and a guiding principle that empow-
ers children and young people as subjects of rights and protagonists of 
their communities, favours their psycho-social development, strength-
ens the mechanisms of protection in situations of violation of rights, is 
an essential component of education for democracy, and brings com-
munities together. Marist works in all their diversity are vital and signifi-
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cant spaces to promote this participation of children and young people.

Making progress in guaranteeing the right to participation implies com-
bating the adult-centered, protectionist and tutelary vision which still 
dominates educational spaces and institutions and moving towards a 
perspective which emphasizes the value of children’s knowledge and 
opinions, as well as their capacity to act in the face of change. It is a 
long road ahead, but the first step is to abandon all pretended forms of 
participation.

Due to their condition as developing persons, the younger generations 
require support from adults to exercise their right to participation, but 
as they reach higher levels of maturity and autonomy, adult intervention 
should be reduced. The right to participation empowers and transforms 
children and young people when they can exercise it to the full; it trans-
forms educators and transforms educational communities by generat-
ing more horizontal and democratic structures which are open to dia-
logue and shared decisions and to listening and to meeting with others.

Although it is not always easy to open spaces for participation, the im-
portant thing is to set out on the way. Participation is taught and learned 
by “participating”. This guide proposes some principles, dimensions, 
practical orientations, and methodologies to be adapted to the specific 
contexts of our Marist works and of those who participate in them.

We are certain that this guide will be enriched both by those who are 
initiating experiences of child and youth participation, as well as by the 
projects that have been promoting the construction of participatory 
educational and evangelizing communities for years. The Marist com-
munity has much to contribute to a world in which children and young 
people continue to position themselves as agents of change and social 
transformation.
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